EMERGING

HEALTHCARE

MIRACLE DRINKS
NATURALLY AMELIORATING LIFE

M

iracle Drinks is an
Ayurvedic invention,
which
along
with the principles
of allopathic medicines has
proven to be an “elixir for life”,
the creator of Miracle Drinks,
Mr. S.M. Raju, an agriculture
science graduate, stumbled
onto this discovery through his
knowledge of medicinal plants.
Over the time, his ayurvedic
remedies have shown drastic
results and people considered
the breakthrough discovery
as a miracle; hence, the name
Miracle Drinks was coined by
the people who were cured of
their ailments by consuming
Mr. Raju’s invention.
Since its inception in 2015,
the pre-eminently famous
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Miracle Drinks has been
established as a highly reliable
brand to help customers get
a tinge of natural elements
encompassed in their modernday routines. The gradually
diminishing natural elements
from lifestyle and food have
made the modern man highly
susceptible a host of ailments.
Although the breakthrough
allopathic science has claimed
to establish an advanced
medical care with progressive
medical
equipment
and
powerful medicines; it still
struggles to conquer ailments
like
arthritis,
gangrene,
diabetes,
kidney
stones,
cancer, and asthma. Thus, the
persistent need to appreciate
the development of ayurvedic
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inventions exists.
Tested under NABL/ISO
17025 accredited laboratories,
and all safety tests conducted
as per FDA parameters, it is
an extraordinary health drink
that can be consumed without
the prescription of a healthcare
professional.
GURUKUL
ASHRAM
CONCEPT
Eminent personalities with
various
incurable
health
disorders have volunteered
to appraise the Miracle Drink.
The idea of helping a mass
of public then generated and
the potion was given to Mallur
Flora & Hospitality Private
Limited, a Bangalore based
company
for
commercial

production. However, the deal
encompassed a condition
that the sale of the potion is
contributed for the educational
expenditure of poor rural
children in Gurukul Ashram
Concept.
The Miracle Drink is a 100%
herbal product that is a mixture
of raw materials handpicked
from various states of India.
It is an elixir that contains
herbal decoctions & contains
no aflatoxins, pesticides or
metals. It is an OTC (over the
counter) product, which has
no side-effects and requires
no physician prescription for
purchase.

